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Introduction

Ever since I was four years old, I remember the joy of solving chess puzzles. I wrote
my first puzzle book when I was just 15, and have published a number of other best-sellers
since, such as A World Champion’s Guide to Chess, Chess Tactics for Champions, and
Breaking Through, etc.

With over 40 years of experience as a world-class player and trainer, I have developed
the most effective way to help young players and beginners – Learn Chess the Right
Way. By understanding the most common and critical patterns, it will help you improve
much quicker. In this Learn Chess the Right Way series, I will show you the most effective
way to learn and improve through pattern recognition.

Volume 4 is all about exercises where you have to make a “sacrifice” for a material
gain or even checkmate.

In each of the first five chapters, a certain piece is being sacrificed to checkmate the
enemy King (in chapter 1 – The Queen, in chapter 2 – The Rook, and so on). In chapters
6-10, you will get no hint about which piece should be sacrificed. However, you will know
what the target is, to win a Queen, or Rook etc.

In chapter 11, there will be no hints whatsoever. The goal is simple: sacrifice one of
your pieces to either checkmate or gain material. Many of the examples are built on skills
(such as forks, discoveries or pins) learned in volumes 1 and 2 of this series. In most of
the puzzles, you will need to think 2-3 pairs of moves ahead in order to find the correct
solution.

In some examples, it will be White to move, while in others you will have to try to find
the winning move for Black. Those will alternate from page to page. Also please note that
under each diagram you will be able to record the amount of time it took you to solve
each puzzle. As you go through and solve the puzzles again, your speed recognizing the
winning material patterns should improve.

In chess, pattern recognition is a very important part of playing better chess.
Therefore, my suggestion is to try to solve the puzzles multiple times, or until you feel
that you can recognize the correct solutions within a couple minutes per page (four
puzzles). Initially you may want to set up the pieces on the chess board as shown in the
diagrams (make sure every piece is exactly as shown!). But by the second time around,
I would surely recommend to try to solve the puzzles just from the diagram.

I hope you will have a lot of enjoyment on embarking on the road “Learning Chess
the Right Way!”

Susan Polgar
February 2017
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Chapter 1

Queen Sacrifice to Checkmate!

As we know, the queen is the most valuable piece of all on the chessboard. Yet, there
are some situations in which, in order to achieve the ultimate goal (to checkmate the
opponent’s king), it is necessary to sacrifice it. Naturally, whenever one takes such drastic
action, giving up the most valuable piece, one has to be 100% sure that the sacrifice
works, and to have checkmate following up regardless how the opponent responds. A
common mistake people often make is that they do not look at the opponent’s best
responses, but instead only at the most obvious choice.

Now let us see a few basic examples about what you will practice in this chapter.

cuuuuuuuuC
(rDrDwDwD}
7DwDpDwDw}
6w$wDpDw0}
5DwDwDpiw}
&wDwDwHpD}
31PDQHw)w}
2wDPDw)wD}
%DKDwDwDw}
v,./9EFJMV

White to move
Looking at this position, it is important to notice that Black has a serious checkmating

threat, Qa3-a1. White could play defensively with 1.Qd4, protecting the a1 square, but
that would lead to a lengthy endgame with an unclear outcome after 1...Qa2+ 2.Kc1 Qa1+.

Therefore, it is important to always search for better alternatives. It is wise to first look
for any potential checkmate patterns. In this case, it is noteworthy that if Black’s pawn
on e6 were to be removed, White could checkmate with Rb6-g6. But how to get rid of
that pawn which is obstructing checkmate? Clearly, we can consider only forceful moves
(checks), otherwise Black will checkmate first. The solution is: 1.Qxf5+. This pretty queen
sacrifice leaves Black with only one option, to capture with 1...exf5, and then our goal is
accomplished with 2.Rg6 checkmate.

In our next example, Black will have multiple possible responses to our first move,
but will get checkmated after any of them.
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cuuuuuuuuC
(rDbhw4wD}
7DwHwip0w}
6wDw0wDwD}
5DwDwhw)p}
&q0wDwDw)}
3DwDwDwDw}
2wDP$QGwD}
%DKDwDwDw}
v,./9EFJMV

White to move

Analogous to the previous example, Black also threatens to checkmate with 1...Qa1.
Therefore, in order to win, White must search for forceful moves, not giving Black the
time to accomplish his goal first. The answer is: 1.Qxe5+. The basic idea is that after
1...dxe5 white checkmates with 2.Bc5#. Black can also try to block the check with a
bishop or knight on e6, but after either move, or even moving the king to d7, 2.Qxd6
checkmates.

cuuuuuuuuC
(wDwDwDkD}
7DpDwDp0w}
6pDwDwDw0}
5DwgwDwDw}
&wDQDw)ND}
3DPDw4w)w}
2wDwDw1B)}
%DwDwDw$K}
v,./9EFJMV

Black to move

It seems that Black is in trouble here. White has an extra knight and additionally has
just played Ne5xg4, forking the black queen and rook. But Black has a powerful
counterpunch!

Queen Sacrifice to Checkmate!
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Obviously, if Black just makes a quiet move like 1...Qd2, White would capture the
rook on e3, and Black would be in a pretty hopeless situation. So, as in the above two
examples, here too, Black needs to look for forceful alternatives.

Black actually has two such options, 1...Qxg2+ as well as 1...Qxg1+. The former
almost works, but not quite. This is a good example to always look out for your opponent’s
various responses and not just the first one that comes to mind. After 1...Qxg2+?, if White
re-captures with 2.Rxg2, Black indeed checkmates after 2...Re1+. However, after 2.Kxg2,
there would be no good follow up to the sacrifice and Black would find himself in a totally
lost position.

Consequently, the correct answer is 1...Qxg1+ 2.Kxg1 Re1 checkmate. As Black’s
second move is a double check, White cannot block the attack on the king.

Now you will find 40 examples to practice this theme. In each one, you will need to
look for the correct queen sacrifice, which will be followed by checkmate on the second
move. The pages will alternate between “White to move” and “Black to move” puzzles,
as in all upcoming chapters.

And now, have fun, and good luck solving the next 40 puzzles!
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(2)

(3) (4)

Black to move

(1)

1.  …              ______    Time:  ______
2. ______     ______

cuuuuuuuuC
(wDw4wDwD}
7DwDwDwiw}
6wDw1wDw0}
5DwDwDQDw}
&wDwDwDwD}
3DwHwDwDw}
2wDwDw)P)}
%DwDwDwIw}
v,./9EFJMV

cuuuuuuuuC
(wDw4wDkD}
7DwgwDp0w}
6RDQDwDq0}
5DPDwDwDw}
&wDwDwDwD}
3DwHwDwDP}
2wDwDw)PD}
%DwDwDwIw}
v,./9EFJMV

cuuuuuuuuC
(wDwDwDkD}
7Dp1wDp0p}
6rDwDwDwD}
5DwDwDwDw}
&NDQDPDwD}
3DPDwDwDw}
2PDwDnDP)}
%DwDRDwDK}
v,./9EFJMV

cuuuuuuuuC
(wDwDwDrD}
7DwDwDwDk}
6wgwDwDw0}
50qDwDpDQ}
&wDwDwDwD}
3)wDwDwDw}
2w)w$wDB)}
%DwDwDNDK}
v,./9EFJMV

1.  …              ______    Time:  ______
2. ______     ______

1.  …              ______    Time:  ______
2. ______     ______

1.  …              ______    Time:  ______
2. ______     ______

Queen Sacrifice to Checkmate!
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(5)

(7)

(6)

(8)

White to move

cuuuuuuuuC
(wDwDwDkD}
70wDrDw0w}
6wDwDwDPD}
5DqDwDwhQ}
&wDwDwDwD}
3DwDwDwDw}
2PDwDwDwD}
%IwDwDRDw}
v,./9EFJMV

cuuuuuuuuC
(rDwDwDri}
70RDwDw0w}
6wDqDw0w0}
5DwDwDwDw}
&wDwDwDwD}
3DwDBDwDP}
2PDw!w)PD}
%DwDwDwIw}
v,./9EFJMV

cuuuuuuuuC
(wDk4wDw4}
70pDnDp0p}
6wDpDb1wD}
5DwDwDwDw}
&wDwDwDwD}
3)wDwDQGw}
2w)PDBDP)}
%DwIRDwDR}
v,./9EFJMV

cuuuuuuuuC
(wib4wDw4}
70p0wDp0w}
6wDw0wDpD}
5HwDNhwDw}
&wDwDwDw1}
3DwDw!wDw}
2w)wDw)P)}
%$wDwDwIw}
v,./9EFJMV

1. ______   ______    Time:  ______
2. ______

1. ______   ______    Time:  ______
2. ______

1. ______   ______    Time:  ______
2. ______

1. ______   ______    Time:  ______
2. ______


